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The event selection developed for the Fermi Large Area Telescope before launch has been periodically updated
to reflect the constantly improving knowledge of the detector and the environment in which it operates. Pass 7,
released to the public in August 2011, represents the most recent major iteration of this incremental process.
In parallel, the LAT team has undertaken a coherent long-term effort aimed at a radical revision of the entire
event-level analysis, based on the experience gained in the prime phase of the mission. This includes virtually
every aspect of the data reduction process, from the simulation of the detector to the event reconstruction and
the background rejection. The potential improvements include (but are not limited to) a significant reduction
in background contamination coupled with an increased effective area, a better point-spread function, a better
understanding of the systematic uncertainties and an extension of the energy reach for the photon analysis
below 100 MeV and above a few hundred GeV.
We present an overview of the work that has been done or is ongoing and the prospects for the near future.
1. Introduction
The current1 Large Area Telescope (LAT) event-
level analysis framework was largely developed be-
fore launch using Monte Carlo simulations through
a series of iterations that, for historical reasons, we
call Passes. Pass 6 was released at launch, and
was followed in August 2011 by Pass 7, which mit-
igates the impact of some of the limitations of its
predecessor. We refer the reader to Atwood et al.
[2009] for a description of the LAT instrument and
to Ackermann et al. [2012] for detailed information
about the associated Instrument Response Functions
(IRFs).
Though the current simulation and reconstruction
framework has served adequately the science of the
prime phase of the mission, on-orbit experience with
the fully integrated detector has revealed some ne-
1Hereafter we use the word current to refer to the specific
event-level analysis and associated event classes publicly avail-
able at the time of writing, i.e. Pass 7 version 6, detailed
in Ackermann et al. [2012].
glected and overlooked issues—primarily the effect of
the instrumental pile-up (hereafter ghost events or
ghost signals, see Ackermann et al. [2012] for more de-
tails). Not long after launch, opportunities for clear
improvements, with the potential to greatly extend
the LAT science capabilities, were identified in the
three main areas of the event-level analysis: (i) Monte
Carlo simulation of the detector, (ii) event reconstruc-
tion and (iii) background rejection [Rochester et al.
2010]. These improvements are now being deployed
in a systematic and coherent fashion in the context of
the Pass-8 iteration of the LAT event-level analysis.
2. Event Reconstruction
The event reconstruction is so far the single devel-
opment area where most of the effort has been put
since the Pass-8 project started at the end of 2009.
In this section we review the main improvements we
have implemented at the reconstruction level for each
of the three LAT subsystems: tracker, calorimeter and
Anti-Coincidence Detector (ACD).
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2.1. Tracker Reconstruction
The conceptual model underlying the current re-
construction in the LAT tracker is that a photon con-
verts to produce an electron-positron pair and that the
electron and positron make hits in the tracker, which
can be followed from the point of conversion to their
exit from the tracker. The present tracker reconstruc-
tion code uses a track-by-track combinatoric pattern-
recognition algorithm to find and fit the two tracks
representing the electron-positron pair, and then com-
bines them to form a vertex representing the photon
conversion point.
This approach is problematic in four general areas.
First, the track-following algorithm needs an initial
direction to start the track following and hit attach-
ment. To reduce the number of potential hit combi-
nations it uses the reconstructed calorimeter energy
centroid and axis of energy flow to choose the initial
hits, and this makes the efficiency of the track find-
ing dependent on the accuracy of the calorimeter re-
construction (as we shall see in Section 2.2, the pres-
ence of ghost signals in the calorimeter exacerbates
the situation). Second, the track model includes mul-
tiple coulomb scattering, which requires an estimate
of the track energy, also derived from the calorimeter.
Third, electrons and positrons interact readily in the
material comprising the tracker (in particular the con-
verter foils and silicon), with the result that photon
conversions rarely resemble clean two-track events; in-
stead they produce multiple hits as the electromag-
netic shower begins to develop. Finally, large energy
deposits in the calorimeter, particularly from high-
energy photons far off-axis, can result in backsplash—
particles moving upwards from the calorimeter caus-
ing a large number of randomly hit strips in the lower
planes of the tracker. As the number of backsplash
hits increases the current track finding can become
confused, particularly if the initial position and direc-
tion estimates from the calorimeter are not accurate.
For photons that convert in the back (lower part) of
the tracker, where the real gamma-ray track can fea-
ture as few as three hits in each orthogonal view, the
potential to drown out real signal in a sea of spurious
hits is large.
These features combine to produce three main ef-
fects: the loss of the events that fail to reconstruct
at all, the migration of events from the core of the
Point-Spread Function (PSF) to the tails because of
poorly reconstructed tracks and increased confusion
often resulting in mislabeling good gamma ray events
as background.
2.1.1. Tree-based Tracking
The Pass-8 reconstruction addresses these issues by
introducing a global approach, called tree-based track-
ing, which looks at the conversion in the tracker as
the start of a shower and attempts to model this pro-
cess by linking hits together into one or more tree-like
structures. For each tree, the primary and secondary
branches, defined as the two longest and straightest,
represent the primary electron and positron trajec-
tories (if unique) and sub-branches represent asso-
ciated hits as the electron and positron radiate en-
ergy traversing the tracker. Once the tree has been
constructed, its axis can be found by calculating the
moments of inertia of the associated hits, with the
mass of each hit taken as a function of the length
and straightness of its branch. The axis can then be
used to associate the tree to a particular cluster in
the calorimeter, which allows an estimate of the en-
ergy associated with the tree. Once an energy is avail-
able, up to two tracks can be extracted, and fit, from
the tree by associating the hits along the primary and
secondary branches. As the tracks are extracted, they
are fit using a Kalman Filter technique which accounts
for multiple scattering but also allows for kinks which
exceed deviations expected from multiple scattering
and with each track given half the energy from the
associated cluster. The fit tracks incorporate the best
information about the axis of the tree, and provide
the best resolution on the direction of the photon.
Tests with Monte Carlo simulations and flight data
show that the new tracker pattern recognition has the
potential to significantly reduce the fraction of mis-
tracked event and provide a 15–20% increase of the
high-energy acceptance, with even larger improvement
in the off-axis effective area, especially for photons
converting in the lower part of the tracker.
2.1.2. Vertexing
If more than one track is produced from a given tree,
then an attempt is made to combine the two tracks
into the vertex expected in a pair conversion. The
track association in the vertexing stage exploits both
the distance of closest approach of the projected tracks
(typically 1 mm or less for genuine pair conversions)
and the number of layers that separate the heads of
the tracks (either 0 or 1). The track fitting yields not
only track parameters, but also the associated errors
(see Section 5.3 for more details). Accordingly, when
the tracks are combined to form the vertex, these er-
rors are used to properly weight the contributions of
each track. The resulting vertex generally yields the
best information on the photon direction.
Since the multiple Coulomb scattering scales as
E−1, the weights input to the vertexing (in the
scattering-dominated regime) are proportional to the
square of the assigned track energies. Unfortunately
the LAT has very limited ability to determine the indi-
vidual track energies, since the energy deposits in the
calorimeter associated with the individual tracks usu-
ally overlap. In the context of Pass 8 the strategy to
determine the energy ordering of the tracks has been
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completely reworked and we anticipate that the im-
provement achieved over the current ordering scheme
will be reflected in a better overall PSF.
2.2. Calorimeter Reconstruction
Just as for the tracker, the calorimeter reconstruc-
tion has been extensively revisited at all levels—from
the crystal simulation (where, e.g., unaccounted-for
end effects in the light collection proved to have no-
ticeable consequences on the high-level science perfor-
mance) to the energy and direction reconstruction and
the background-rejection algorithms.
2.2.1. Clustering
The single most radical change is the abandonment
of the single-particle paradigm common to the pre-
Pass-8 event-level analysis and the introduction of a
clustering stage in the calorimeter. In the Pass-6 and
Pass-7 event reconstruction we treat the energy de-
posit in the calorimeter as a monolithic entity, with all
the hit crystals grouped together. In a low occupancy
environment such as the one in which Fermi oper-
ates, this approach proved to be adequate to support
the science analysis of the prime phase of the mis-
sion. However residual ghost signals away from the
gamma-ray shower (and therefore easily distinguish-
able from it, in principle) can introduce substantial
errors in the measurement of the energy, centroid and
direction of the shower itself. Since the matching be-
tween the tracker and the calorimeter is one of the
main inputs to the background rejection, this results
in a net loss of effective area from genuine gamma-ray
events misclassified as background2.
In Pass 8 we have introduced a clustering stage in
the calorimeter aimed at identifying the ghost signals
and recovering the aforementioned loss in effective
area. This presents some unique challenges, mostly
connected with the fact that the LAT is designed to
trigger on events over a huge field of view and there-
fore the calorimeter is seldom projective. We therefore
decided to take advantage of the intrinsically three-
dimensional calorimeter readout and exploit a Mini-
mum Spanning Tree (MST) construction—a concept
borrowed from graph theory with a long standing con-
nection with clustering applications.
Tests performed on Monte Carlo simulations and
flight data clearly confirm the effectiveness of this ap-
proach, indicating a 5–10% increase in the effective
area above ∼ 1 GeV and, potentially, a much larger
effect below a few hundred MeV, where the energy in
2This loss was quantified and accounted for (but not recov-
ered) in the generation of the post-launch IRFs, both in the
Pass-6 and Pass-7 flavors.
the ghost signal can be of the same order of magnitude
or larger than that of the triggering gamma-ray.
2.2.2. Energy Reconstruction
The other crucial calorimeter-related development
area is the energy reconstruction at very high en-
ergy. Above a few GeV our workhorse reconstruc-
tion method is a three-dimensional profile fit to the
calorimeter layer energies. This approach proved to be
nearly optimal up to 1 TeV, where the average energy-
release per crystal at the shower maximum starts ex-
ceeding the dynamic range of the readout electronics
and saturation becomes an issue.
In order to overcome this limitation, the profile fit
has been extensively reworked by breaking up the
layer contributions into individual crystal energies.
Monte Carlo simulations indicate that the energy de-
posits in the saturated channels can be recovered to
some extent by using the information from the nearby
(non-saturated) crystals, achieving a decent energy
resolution up to ∼ 3 TeV [Bruel 2012].
2.3. ACD Reconstruction
The ACD reconstruction has been fully re-written
in the context of Pass 8. The first major improvement
comes from the novel incorporation of calorimeter in-
formation when associating incident particle direction
with energy deposition in the ACD. Directional infor-
mation derived from calorimeter clusters is now prop-
agated to the ACD in addition to tracks derived from
the tracker. This additional calorimeter information
is particularly important for identifying background
events at high energies or large incident angles, which
are more susceptible to tracking errors. In these cases,
the calorimeter provides the more robust directional
information.
The second major improvement is to utilize event-
by-event directional uncertainties when associating
tracks and clusters with energy depositions in the
ACD. Previously, the ACD reconstruction scaled the
tracking uncertainty in an ad hoc manner based on an
estimate of the total event energy. However, widely
varying event topologies can lead to large differences
in the quality of directional reconstruction for events
of the same energy (see Section 5.3). Capturing this
information in the event-by-event uncertainties pro-
vides substantially more information for background
rejection.
The third major improvement comes from utiliz-
ing the fast ACD signals provided to the LAT hard-
ware trigger to mitigate the impact of ghost signals
in the slower ACD pulse-height measurements. This
improvement is especially important at low energies,
where calorimeter backsplash is minimal and a small
deposition of energy in the ACD can lead to the re-
jection of an event. In this regime the use of trigger
eConf C121028
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Figure 1: Gamma-ray acceptance versus photon energy
for the Pass-7 source class and a candidate Pass-8 event
class.
information in the background rejection removes out-
of-time signals from the ACD and provides a signifi-
cant increases in effective area.
3. Event selection
As the event reconstruction is nearing completion,
the LAT Collaboration is now focusing on the next
step of the event-level analysis, namely that responsi-
ble for the final determination of the high-level event
properties, such as particle type, energy and direction.
Similarly to what we did for the previous passes,
we use Classification Trees (CTs) to select candidate
gamma-rays on the basis of the reconstruction out-
puts. The particle identification CTs are trained using
variables from all the three LAT subsystems. One no-
ticeable difference is the use of the TMVA multivariate
analysis framework [Hoecker et al. 2007]. Compared
to the technology used in the current event classifica-
tion, TMVA is capable of handling much larger data
sets and allows for an overall faster development cycle.
The CT performance is evaluated from the combina-
tion of background rate and gamma-ray acceptance
that can be achieved for a given cut on the output
signal probability. We note here that a differential
background rate equal or slightly lower than the Ex-
tragalactic Gamma-ray Background (EGB) rate is de-
sirable for point-source analysis.
We have studied several candidate Pass-8 event
classes defined by event selections that allow vary-
ing levels of background contamination relative to the
EGB. Each event class is composed of the follow-
ing cuts: a selection on events with a reconstructed
track that deposits at least 5 MeV in the calorimeter,
an ACD pre-selection on events for which the recon-
structed track points to an activated section of the
ACD, and an energy-dependent cut on CT variables
for the particle type and the quality of the angular
reconstruction. As shown in Figure 1, at high energy
we find a ∼ 25% increase in acceptance relative to the
Pass-7 source event class while at low energies (below
∼ 300 MeV) the increase in acceptance can be as high
as a factor three.
4. Extended Event Classes
In the current photon analysis, events with no
track in the tracker or depositing less than 5 MeV in
the calorimeter are simply discarded—though some
of them are used in non-standard analyses such as
the LAT Low-Energy technique (LLE) described in
Pelassa et al. [2010]. One of the areas of improvement
which is being investigated in the context of Pass 8
is the development of extended photon classes, e.g.
tracker-only and calorimeter-only events. Although
these events have worse energy resolution and/or PSF
with respect to those in the standard photon classes,
they can provide a very significant increase of effec-
tive area in some regions of the LAT phase space that
might be exploited in specific science analyses.
4.1. Tracker-only Events
Below ∼ 100 MeV many of the e+ and e− range out
in the tracker and deposit no energy in the calorime-
ter. Since seeing calorimeter signals that are corre-
lated with tracks is a powerful discriminator for well-
reconstructed events and helps in rejecting particle
backgrounds that would otherwise be difficult to iden-
tify, in the current event selection we do require a
minimum (5 MeV) energy deposit in the calorimeter.
However, the success of the LLE analysis for bright
transients has made it clear that tracker-only events
carry useful information that can be used in science
analysis.
As the entire event selection process is now being re-
assessed in the context of Pass 8, tracker-only events
provide the potential for a substantial increase in the
effective area below 100 MeV, opening a region of the
LAT phase space which is extremely interesting for
many science analyses.
4.2. Calorimeter-only Events
While almost a half of the events above ∼ 50 GeV3
have no usable tracker information (either because
3Technically, a significant fraction of these events would be
discarded by the onboard filter, if this was not disengaged for
events depositing more than 20 GeV in the calorimeter. At
these energies the shower leakage is such that the 20 GeV (of de-
posited energy) high-pass threshold translates into a smooth ef-
fective threshold of ∼ 50 GeV, when measured in reconstructed
energy.
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they convert in the calorimeter or due to mis-
tracking), at these energies the LAT calorimeter pro-
vides a directional capability at the level of a few de-
grees or better.
Although this is much less precise than the typi-
cal tracker PSF, calorimeter-only events constitute a
very promising event class for those analyses where the
pointing accuracy is not critical. Preliminary simula-
tions show that they might provide as much as ∼ 30%
increase in the high-energy acceptance, with an even
larger ehnancement of the effective area at large off-
axis angles. The rejection of particle backgrounds in
the absence of usable tracker information must still
be studied in detail and constitutes one of the main
challenges connected with the use of calorimeter-only
events.
4.3. Compton Events
Although the LAT was not designed as a Comp-
ton scattering telescope, it does in fact have signif-
icant acceptance to record Compton interactions—
around ∼ 200 cm2 sr at 5 MeV, with a peak value
of ∼ 2000 cm2 sr around 20 MeV. Since the tung-
sten converters significantly degrade both the spatial
and energy resolution for Compton interactions, ex-
tracting useful information out of them involves se-
lecting the events that are less affected by multiple
scattering—such as front-converting events, or events
which convert after the final tungsten layer and leave
signals in the last three tracker layers. The significant
analyzing power of the Compton events for measuring
polarization makes this event class particularly inter-
esting.
5. New Analysis Techniques
Pass 8 will extend the scientific reach of the LAT
in areas that are simply not accessible in the current
event-level analysis. The new event reconstruction
and selection are being designed with these scientific
targets in mind and therefore in this section we pro-
vide a few illustrative examples.
5.1. Multi-photon Events
One of the most striking aspects of the LAT ca-
pability compared to prior missions is its high shut-
ter speed. When viewed as a camera, the LAT has a
shutter speed approximately equal to its trigger win-
dow width or ∼ 600 ns and a frame advance time
set by the readout dead time or ∼ 26.5 µs. When
this is considered in combination with its large ef-
fective area the possibility of recording simultaneous
photons becomes tantalizing. It was suggested long
before launch that some astrophysical sources could
produce coherent bunches of high-energy gamma rays.
In addition, extraordinary bright, short bright bursts
from, for example, black-hole evaporation could also
result in multi-photon events. However, searches for
such exotic events are not possible with the current
reconstruction algorithms. The lack of calorimeter
clustering along with a background rejection tuned
on single-photon events almost completely kills any
efficiency the LAT might have to see such events.
With the re-write of the LAT event-level analysis cur-
rently underway, both of these deficiencies are being
addressed. The new calorimeter clustering algorithm
for the first time recognizes and separates distinct en-
ergy depositions within it and this, coupled with the
new tracker pattern recognition, will enable a search
for multi-photon events. The Monte Carlo generator
has been re-worked to allow for the generation of such
events as well. This allows testing of the new recon-
struction and will guide the design of analysis cuts to
select potential candidates.
5.2. Polarization measurements
The idea of using the azimuthal distribution of the
electron-positron opening plane to perform gamma-
ray polarimetry in the pair-production regime dates
back more than 60 years [Yang 1950] and has been
extensively studied theoretically. The main limiting
factor is that even fully polarized radiation only gives
an overall 10–20% modulation. In addition to that, in
a typical pair-conversion telescope this modulation is
strongly suppressed (exponentially with the converter
thickness) due to multiple Coulomb scattering.
Fermi, thanks to its good hit resolution and large ef-
fective area has a much larger sensitivity to polarime-
try than any of its predecessors. The LAT polarimet-
ric capabilities are, for the first time, being investi-
gated in detail in the context of Pass 8—particularly
in conjunction with the possibility of using gamma-ray
conversions in the silicon detectors in order to limit the
effect of the multiple scattering. Preliminary studies
indicate that we might be able to provide meaningful
information on the linear polarization for the strongest
gamma-ray sources.
5.3. Event-by-event Errors
The image of sources produced by the LAT is
strongly energy-dependent: the PSF improves roughly
as E−0.8 in the multiple-scattering regime (i.e., be-
low ∼ 10 GeV). There are other factors influencing
the image resolution, namely the conversion point in
the tracker (the layout of the tungsten radiators is
such that there is approximately a factor of two dif-
ference in angular resolution between front- and back-
converting events) and the off-axis angle.
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The IRFs do capture to some extent all these ef-
fects, but they are really averages of all the various
event types which can occur within broad categories.
On the other hand the reconstruction, in addition to
providing the direction of the incoming gamma-rays,
also calculates the errors in the form of an event-by-
event covariance matrix deduced from the hit compo-
sition and the material crossed by the initial electron
and positron tracks. For example, if a trajectory is
missing an early hit due to the track passing through
a gap between silicon sensors, the associated PSF is
degraded by up to a factor of two. In addition, the cur-
rent IRF formalism assumes the error for each event is
circular on the sky, an assumption which becomes in-
creasing inaccurate far off axis where the real photon
error is highly elliptical.
In order to exploit the full potential of the LAT
in terms of pointing resolution, Pass 8 will make the
full event-by-event covariant information available in
a form that can be readily used for science analysis.
While an event-by-event analysis of the entire sky is
unlikely to be feasible due to computational limita-
tions, we anticipate that event by event errors might
be key to specific analyses, such as the search for pair-
halo effect in AGNs. More generally, they will be
beneficial for source localization (especially for short
transients) and for studying extended sources.
6. Conclusions
Pass 8 will come close to realizing the full scientific
potential of the Fermi Large Area Telescope. It incor-
porates the knowledge gained from the prime phase
of the mission and completes the analysis that was
time-limited prior to launch. The basic ingredients
of the new event simulation and reconstruction are in
place and ready to serve as input into the new back-
ground rejection chain which is now being developed.
We anticipate Pass 8 will be ready to be tested on real
science analyses around the end of 2013.
We anticipate that many of the performance im-
provements will be beneficial to all science analy-
ses: larger acceptance, better high-energy PSF, lower
backgrounds and better control over the systematic
uncertainties.
The new event reconstruction will allow us to ex-
tend the energy reach of the LAT both below 100 MeV
(which is of interest for many scientific targets) and
above 1 TeV (diffuse gamma and cosmic-ray electron
spectra). The extended event classes will provide sig-
nificant enhancements in the acceptance for specific
analyses. Finally, Pass 8 will allow for new science
topics which are precluded by the current event-level
analysis, such as the search for multi-photon events
and γ-ray polarization measurements.
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